Abstract: Lyrics influence human affection toward music as same as the acoustics. All phrases in a lyric are not remembered; there are some "attractive phrases" in lyrics. This paper proposes a method to detect attractive phrases from musical lyrics focusing on typical expressions on lyrics that are uncommon in natural document. Through the interview on impression for lyrics, "uniqueness of co-occurred terms" and "repetition" were founded as typical expressions that significantly attracted human. Therefore, these expressions were modeled as mathematical features. The proposed method detected attractive phrases using support vector machine with the modeled features. The results of the model evaluation experiments showed the 69% accuracy and 86% precision. The detected results were compared and discussed with the key sentences detected by using the existing summarization methods. As the result of the comparison, it was concluded that the proposed method detected attractive phrases more accurate than the existing summarization methods.
INTRODUCTION
Music has been one of the most popular entertainment as same as pictures since ancient times. Music can be roughly classified into two types: instrumental songs that consist of only instrument channels, and vocal songs that consist of both instrument and vocal channels. In instrumental songs, sceneries and feelings are represented by only acoustic features, which are tone, rhythm, harmony and melody. On the other hand, in vocal songs, scenery and feelings are directly represented by terms on lyrics; emotions and moods for precious ones and nature have been often written in ancient songs as well as pop music. When human beings listen to vocal songs, the acoustics, lyrics, and both acoustics and lyrics influence impressions toward the song.
However impressions and evaluation toward music depends on individual sensibility, there are some phrases that remain in most listeners' heart; such phrases are defined as "attractive phrases" in this paper. For example, as reading "Goodbye everybody, I've got to go," most people may not understand what song the phrase is included in. Meanwhile, as reading "Galileo, Galileo, Galileo, Galileo, Galileo, figaro -Manigfico," many people can understand that the phrase is extracted from "Bohemian Rhapsody" by Queen. The both phrases are extracted from "Bohemian Rhapsody." The former phrase may not remain in listeners' heart, however the latter phrase strongly remains; that is to say, the latter phrase can be assumed as an attractive phrase. Attractive phrases can be used as indexes of a song, because it is strongly connected to human affection. This paper reveals linguistic expressions on lyrics that are related to attractive phrases as targeting at Japanese vocal songs. As modeling the revealed typical features mathematically, the proposed method detects attractive phrases from musical lyrics. Applying technics of natural language processing to lyrics concerning linguistic side of music, the proposed method is expected to successfully detect unique attractive phrases, which cannot be detected by using acoustic feature. Here, one line in lyrics is defined as one phrase in this paper.
RELATED WORK
Most existing studies targeting music and affections are designed to relate acoustic features with affections [1, 2] . Surely, acoustic features influence affections toward music. However, on vocal songs, semantics and impressions of term and linguistic expressions on lyrics also influence affections toward the song. Therefore, influence of lyrics for affections should be shown in order to reveal relationships between vocal songs and affections.
Lyrics are not in their consideration in most studies relating acoustic features with affections, even though vocal songs are targeted. Studies that discuss about the relationships between lyrical expressions and affections cannot be founded. Song selection methods using both acoustic and lyric have been proposed [3, 4] . However, there are few studies focusing on "lyrical expressions" and affections. As mathematically modeling lyrics, structure of a song and some of acoustic features (e.g., number of pronounce in a phrase and rhythm) can be indirectly covered, though these cannot be directly shown.
Chorus parts in a song seem to be cognized as attractive phrases. The existing study realized to detect chorus parts based on acoustic features [5] . However, naturally enough, attractive phrases are not always included in chorus parts. For example, in "Your Song" by Elton John, both "I hope you don't mind" that is a phrase in chorus part and "It's a little bit funny this feeling inside" that is the first phrase of the song are well known and remained in listeners' heart. It is considered that lyrical features cause attraction of phrases that are not in chorus parts.
LYRICAL EXPRESSIONS AND ATTRACTIVE PHRASES
Expressions and semantics of term might influence affections caused by lyrics. Text features about lyrics, which are Bag-of-Words and WordNET [6] , are used to classify music mood [7, 8] . The features used in these studies cover semantics of term in lyrics. On the other hand, studies focusing on expressions on lyrics cannot be founded.
Typical expressions on lyrics that are uncommon in natural document (e.g., repetitions on chorus parts), should strongly influence attractions of the phrase. In order to detect attractive phrases from lyrics, which expressions on lyrics influence attraction is necessary to be revealed. Relationships between linguistic expressions and affections are not mentioned in even study that supports to poetize [9] .
In the field of natural language processing, document is summarized with Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (i.e., TF-IDF). Using TF-IDF, several studies extract important terms from musical lyrics [10, 11] . However, TF-IDF covers only appearance frequency of terms, lyrical expressions are not in the consideration. We would like to claim that "What is lyrical the expressions that are uncommon in natural document" should be defined, and such expressions should be mathematically modeled for automated detecting attractive phrases from lyrics.
Linguistic Expressions on Lyrics
According to prosodic instructional books [12] , the following five expressions are described as the key factors to make a sentence be lyrical: "uniqueness of co-occurred terms," "repetition," "analogy," "special reading," and "rhyme."
Combination of terms that are rarely co-used in natural document is often used in lyrics. Using such combination of terms, sentences may become attractive even though the sentences are semantically unnatural. Scenery and feeling descriptions are artistically represented by uniqueness of co-occurred terms.
Repeated phrase attracts people. Repetition is effectively used in musical lyric; as well known as chorus phrase is generally repeated in a song. Some terms are often repeated in a phrase. Semantically unnecessary repetition does not appear in natural document, and it should be lyrical.
Analogy can be categorized into two types: simile and metaphor. Simile means a sentence like "X such as Y;" Y is explained using X. Metaphor is also a type of analogy, however, terms that show directly analogy (e.g., "such as" and "like") are not used in a sentence. Analogy is often used in musical lyric and makes musical lyric more emotionally.
Especially, in Japanese lyrics, special reading is given to Chinese character by lyricist; reading of Chinese character is sometimes depended on melody. Special reading gives unusual meanings to Chinese character, and makes the term be more attractive. Moreover, four types of character are used in Japanese lyrics: Chinese character, Katakana, Hiragana, and alphabets. These characters are used differently depending on the intended nuance.
Rhyme is a technique often used in lyrics: same or similar pronunciation is used at the given interval. Rhyme makes lyrics be rhythmical and comfortable sound.
It is considered that these expressions often used in lyrics influence affections toward lyrics. This paper reveals which the expressions are strongly related with affections. Using the typical expressions that influence affections, the proposed method detects attractive phrases from musical lyrics.
Relationships between linguistic expressions and
affections Interviews on impression for Japanese lyrics are conducted in order to clarify the relationships between linguistic expressions, which is detailed in Section 3.1, and affection. Eight subjects in their twenties (one female and seven males) read 10 lyrics and selected attractive phrases from each lyric based on their own feelings. The subjects were students at collage of information science and engineering, and do not have special experience for music. The 10 lyrics used in the interviews were randomly selected from the top 10 songs in each year's Japanese sales ranking from 1992 to 2012, which are 200 songs in all. The lyrics were presented in a same order. In this paper, the phrases that more than four subjects evaluated as attractive in this interview are defined as correct attractive phrases.
An experimenter, who is one of authors and amateur singer-songwriter, subjectively analyzed the attractive phrases obtained from the interviews. The relationships between linguistic expressions and attractive phrases were discussed. Then, influence ratio of each linguistic expression to attractive phrase: Ratio exp is calculated as the following equation. ,
where, AttrPhr exp and AllAttrPhr each shows number of phrases in which linguistic expression exp is occurred and number of all attractive phrases, respectively. Table 1 shows each AllAttrPhr for each expression. From Table 1 , it was suggested that "uniqueness of co-occurred terms," "repetition" and "analogy" had strong relation with attractive phrases. Therefore, this paper focuses on "uniqueness of co-occurred terms" and "repetition." These expressions are mathematically modeled in the proposed method. Here, this paper does not cover analogy though it also has strong relation with attractive phrases, because semantic explanation is needed in order to model analogy as mathematical feature.
MODELING TYPICAL EXPRESSIONS ON LYRICS
Lyric of song s can be expressed as a sequence of phrase l. Lyrics of song s can be shown as the following expression (2). ,
where, N shows the number of all phrases in song s. In this paper, seven-tuple features are calculated for each phrase l i∈N ). Then, one feature concerns uniqueness of co-occurred terms, and other six features concerns repetition. Seven-tuple feature set of typical expressions shows a feature concerning uniqueness of co-occurred terms, and the others show features concerning repetition. Calculation of each feature will be detailed in the following subsections.
We use MeCab [13] for morphological analysis. Then, entry names in Wikipedia are added as proper name to the dictionary for morphological analysis. In this paper, case-making particle and binding particle are combined with the previous noun, and it is assumed the combined one as one word. Also, if a conjugated form of a given part-of-speech is imperfective, conjunctive and hypothetical, the part-of-speech is combined with the following part-of-speech, and the combined one is assumed as one word. This process is conducted for analyzing lyrics in increments of that human recognition.
Modeling uniqueness of co-occurred terms
As conducting morphological analysis of phrase ln i in song s, independent words are extracted from the phrase, and sequence of independent words is generated. Because independent word singularly has semantics, the sequence roughly shows semantics of the phrase.
Ordered co-occurrence frequency of independent words id p and id p+1 : CoOc(id p , id p+1 ) is calculated referring newspaper corpus for one year (100,609 articles), which are collected from Mainichi newspaper [14] . Low CoOc(id p , id p+1 ) means that the ordered combination of id p and id p+1 is more unique. Ordered uniqueness of id p and id p+1 : Uq(id p , id p+1 ) can be calculated as the following equation (4).
.
Using the equation (4) following equation (6) .
In this paper, NUqL l s i is used as a feature concerning uniqueness of co-occurred terms of the phrase l i in song s.
Modeling repetition
This paper represents repetition on lyrics as the following four types of feature: "repetition of phrase," "string repeated among phrases," "repetition of word in a phrase," and "number of kinds of morpheme in a phrase." 1) Repetition of phrase:
Phrase that is repeated in a lyric accounts for large portion of the lyric. In song s consisted of N phrases, the portion that a phrase accounts for: RepL l s i can be calculated as the following equation (7). ,
where, EqL i s shows the number of phrase that is in absolute agreement with the phrase l i . 
where, ComL l i ,l j shows the portion that terms occurred in both l i and l j account for in phrase l i , and is calculated as the following equation (9) . ,
where, EqTerm l i , l j shows the number of words that occurred in both the phase l i and l j . NTerm l i and NTerm l j each shows the number of words in the phase l i and l j , respectively. 
where 
EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS: DETECTING ATTRACTIVE PHRASES FROM LYRICS
Experiments to detect attractive phrases from lyrics were conducted for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method. At first, positive and negative data for attractive phrases on lyrics were obtained through subjective evaluation experiments. The relationships between the attractive phrases obtained the above and the typical expressions on lyrics for attraction, which is detailed in Section 3, were learned by support vector machine (SVM). Based on the learned relationships, the attractive phrases are detected from lyrics.
The target of this paper is Japanese lyrics. We would rather not modify the original data, and also would like to provide readability with international readers. Thus, examples are shown as the following style: [original Japanese title/phrase] ([romanized spelling Japanese]: [the translation by authors]).
Subjective evaluation experiments
20 participants (two female and 18 males) in their twenties read lyrics of 50 songs, and evaluated each phrase whether the phrase was attractive or not. The participants were students at collage of information science and engineering, and do not have special experience for music. The lyrics used in this experiment were randomly selected from the top 10 songs in each year's Japanese song sales ranking from 1992 to 2012, which is 200 songs in all. The lyrics were presented in a same order. Here, the songs used in this experiment were not included in the songs used in the interviews on impressions detailed in Subsection 3.2. Participants freely selected any number of phrases (i.e., lines) that attracts him/her.
In this paper, the phrases that more than five participants evaluated as an attractive phrase were defined as correct attractive phrases. Then, 1493 phrases were all in the 10 songs, the chorus parts were 762 phrases, 504 phrases were evaluated as correct attractive phrases. The attractive phrases that were included in chorus parts were 345 phrases.
Experiments to detect attractive phrases from lyrics
The proposed method uses SVM [15] , which is well known as a classifier that has high performance for two classes classification. The seven-tuple feature concerning typical expressions on lyrics detailed in Section 4: Exp s ln i is calculated for each phrase of 50 songs prepared for the experiment. The relationships between the calculated features and the human evaluation for attractive phrases were learned using SVM. Then, "SVM light [16] " is used as SVM tool as radial basis function was used as kernel function. Five-fold cross validation was conducted, and the availability of the proposed method was verified. Table 2 shows the examples of attractive phrases correctly detected by the proposed method along with whether the phrase was included in chorus or not; "INCLUDED" means the phrase is included in chorus parts, and "NONE" means not. It was confirmed that the proposed method successfully detected attractive phrases in both chorus and other parts. Table 3 shows the results of the attractive phrases detection: the average of five-fold cross validation. Accuracy, precision, and recall are each calculated as the equation (12), (13) , and (14), respectively.
, (12) , (13) , (14) where, NDP and NAP each shows number of the detected phrases and the one of all attractive phrases, respectively. NcDAP and NcnAP each shows the number of the correctly detected attractive and non-attractive phrases, respectively. NwDAP and NwnAP each shows the number of the phrases wrongly detected as attractive and non-attractive, respectively. From the Table 3 , 69% for the accuracy and 86% for precision were confirmed. Most phrases detected by the proposed method were correct attractive phrases. Meanwhile, the recall shows 25%, which looks not high. The proposed method modeled uniqueness of co-occurred terms and repetition that influence human attraction on lyrics from the discussions with Table1. The influence level of uniqueness of co-occurred terms and repetition are each 23% and 45%, respectively. That is to say, the proposed method is expected to detect attractive phrases for from 23% to 45% recall. From these facts, we believe that the recall was enough.
DISCUSSION COMPARING WITH THE SUMMARIZATION METHODS
The detected results are discussed while comparing with the key sentences detected by the conventional method in this section. The summarization methods for natural documents are used as the conventional methods in this paper. Standard summarization methods for natural documents use term frequency, and detect key sentences from documents. It seems that the phrases in chorus parts, which are simply repeated in a song, might be extracted by the existing summarization methods. Meanwhile, the proposed method modeled typical expressions on lyrics especially for detecting attractive phrases. And thus, the proposed method is expected to successfully detect attractive phrases, which are included in both chorus and other parts, from lyrics.
To test the above hypothesis, the correctly detected attractive phrases are discussed while comparing with the existing summarization methods for natural documents. The panoramic view system [17] and Hinata system [18] are used as the conventional methods. These systems rank phrases in lyrics with importance of each phrase assuming each phrase in a lyric as one line in a document.
Conventional methods and the points for discussions
Panoramic view system is a system for extracting key sentences with discovering keywords featuring a document. The system does not impose a limitation about length, genre and field of a document to be summarized. From a document to be summarized, the system extracts high frequency noun, verb and adjective as keywords that show a theme and the related words with the keywords as keywords that show feature. The system ranks sentences in a document based on the importance of keywords.
Hinata System is a system for visualizing texts using light and shadow based on topic relevance ("Hinata" means sunny place in Japanese). The system assumes a set of nouns in a title as a topic of a document, and calculates the relevance to the topic for each sentence. The system visualize texts that have high relevance to the topic as light, and the ones that have low relevance to the topic as shadow. In Hinata system, as reading lines in a document, the words co-occurred with the topic are dynamically added into a set of the related words with the topic. That is to say, sentences in a latter part of a document have more related words with the topic for calculating importance, thus the sentence in the latter part of a document tends to be evaluated as more important.
The difference between the proposed method and the two conventional summarization methods can be marshaled as the following three points: 1) the proposed method covers the uniqueness of co-occurred terms, 2) repetition of word in a phrase is expressly modeled in the proposed method, and 3) the proposed method absolutely evaluate a phrase whether the one is attractive or not, while the conventional methods rank all phrase in a lyric. Focusing on these points, the attractive phrases correctly detected by the proposed method will be discussed in the following subsection.
Comparison of the results between the proposed
and the conventional methods The detected results showed that uniqueness of co-occurred terms was effective. The proposed method correctly detected " (Horori Horori futari bocchi: shed, shed, we two are in loneliness)" as an attractive phrase from " (Morai naki: cry in sympathy)" by (Yo Hitoto). In this phrase, " (futari bocchi: we two are in loneliness)" was usually unused in natural Japanese document and conversation; instead of that, generally " (hitori bocchi: I am in loneliness)" is used. The combination of " (futari: two)" and " (bocchi: loneliness)" was unique. The result that this attractive phrase was correctly detected suggested that the proposed method realized to well model uniqueness of co-occurred terms. Meanwhile, the conventional methods do not cover uniqueness of co-occurred terms at all. This phrase was ranked in low by the conventional methods: panoramic view system and Hinata system each ranked this phrase as 23th and 15th in all 40 phrases of the song, respectively. Also, the proposed method realized to well detect attractive phrases in which a given term was repeated in the phrase, better than the conventional methods. For example, the attractive phrase: " (Jinsei jinsei jinsei yumede ikiteru: Life, life, life, we live with dream)" in " (Shuchishin: Shame)" by (Shuchishin) was correctly detected by the proposed method. Meanwhile, panoramic view system and Hinata system each ranked this phrase as 23th and 18th in all 42 phrases, respectively. Likewise, the proposed method correctly detected attractive phrases " (Nan no shaken no jikan nanda Nani wo sabaku hakari nanda: Is this the time for any examination? What is judged by the scale?)" and " (Nani wo neratte tsukiaunnda Nani ga fune wo ugokasunnda: What is the target of the relation? What is the power source of the ship?) from " (Sorafune: Spaceship)" by TOKIO, which were not included in chorus parts. The two conventional methods evaluated these phrases in low rank. These phrase should be not included in a summary generated by the two conventional methods for natural documents though the one are attractive.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a method for detecting attractive phrases from lyrics focusing on typical expressions on lyrics. Typical expressions that are rarely used in general documents are often used in lyrics. Such expressions enrich descriptions affectively, and make lyrics be artistically and emotionally. The relationships between expressions on lyrics and human attraction were clarified through the interviews on affection for lyrics. From the discussion about the results of the interviews, it was founded that "uniqueness of co-occurred terms" and "repetition" highly influenced attraction. The proposed method modeled the two types of typical expressions as seven-tuple mathematical features, and detected attractive phrases using SVM with the modeled features.
As the result of the detection experiments, the attractive phrases were detected for 69% accuracy and 86% precision. From these results, the effectiveness of the proposed method was confirmed. Through the discussions about the detected results comparing with the existing summarization methods, it was suggested that the proposed method realized to detect attractive phrases more accurate than the existing summarization methods, regardless the phrases were included in chorus parts or not. We concluded that the proposed method well modeled typical expressions especially on lyrics.
In this paper, examples in Japanese were shown and experiments for Japanese musical lyrics were conducted, however, the typical expressions modeled in this paper can be usable regardless of language; the proposed method can be applied to other languages. The directions for future research should be 1) using a corpus of lyrics 2) using semantic relations between terms and 3) analysis of lyrical expressions in chorus part. We will address the above issues and improve the performance for detecting attractive phrases from lyrics.
